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ds real initials!) a:

setup for hacking?

I

^

use a Soft-Rom [a ^ripheraJ^which

allova the user to stop programs at any
time by Installing your own software In

a virtual R0M1 with a dissassembler (a

program which translates unintelllgable

Spectrum for hacking.

i rubber-keyed 46K

and logically working through finding
code which keeps track of lives, energy
etc.k Falling that, I use backwards trace

[starting at the SAME OVER message
and working backwards), or "not working
at ail'' (using a Multiface to stop

programs In the middle of Important

8

Some people say protection
systems on the Spectrum
are pointless, and cannot
stop piracy because of
tape-to-tape copiers. What
do you think?

I have actually found that cc
own protection system
unreliable! 1 think protection ;
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Miner! who happened to have a

M
few

minutes free, and is as follows:

PRINT DPEEK
an

£fe4B73 MOD 16384 .
(PEEK &4B72 MOD 32) *16364.

On the SAM, a program listing is loaded.
Now, enter this:

ie numDer given Dy the at

Right, I hope that was ot

program listing in memory, held at the i

above address. By simply tyoing the .

line SAVE "text" CODE 3CC00, le
-

' n this Interesting system which

designer, with a powerful compiled
language Large range of features, and
can also use BASIC and CODE £2439.
BetaSoft 24 WYCHE AVENUE KINGS
HEATH, BIRMINGHAM. BI4 6L0

SAM COUPE ARCADE DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM: (SCADS) An equally easy to
use program, with a sophisticated Sprite& Graphic designer program. SCADS
uses an enhanced BASIC system. Price
and address unavailable at present

SAM ADVENTURE SYSTEM: See BackChat.
~TTZ f30- COLIN JORDAN 89 TREWENT
1C listing, -pus is where PARK, FRESH WATER EAST, NRs happen. As the utility PEMBROKE DYFED. SA71 5LP
igh to alter the odd
ed tQ^SAM BASIE this PROFESSIONAL ADVENTURE WRITINGme spectrum listings SYSTEM: (PAW) £23 (APPROX) See\M alterations INK BackChat for details.

editor, such as Relion Word
r Word fYocessors use a
age method, (padding out

what about the Spectrum? WelL
using the utilities on the SAMDOS dl
a Spectrum BASIC listing can be load

which you wish to load into SAM, and :

to discover IPs length (perhaps in i

uploading Tasword files from Spectrum
tape, and putting them on SAM DISK)

. If not, check the
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IB450 RET
00460 iSECTlON 2: ASK FOR NAME
00470 -STEP L- PRINT MESSAGE:
00480 namaLD A2

CD540 LD DE,passwd

00550 STEP a MAIN LOOP:

00560 getkeyCALL rdkey
00570 CP 12

00650 JR NCgetkey
00660 ALPHA KEY ROUTINE:
00670 alphaiD CA

00740

00760

INC DE

PUSH DE

DEC B

PUSH EC

LD AS
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